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After having overcome the Iron Wall of Date Tech, it’s finally time for Karasuno to have their

rematch with Aoba Johsai! Kageyama and Karasuno claimed victory in the practice match, but

how will they fare in a real game? Tensions run high when Tohru Oikawa gears up to crush

Kageyama once and for all.



Haikyu!!, Vol. 12: The Tournament Begins!, Haikyu!!, Vol. 18: Hope is a Waxing Moon

Tristan A. Hayes, “Bring On Setter v Setter. V6 moves us toward the hotly anticipated rematch

between Aoba Josai (blue castle) and Karasuno. The Datekou conclusion was fantastic and

well done showing us how emotional games in Haikyuu!! can be when the players realize that

this is potentially the last time they can play with their seniors. It was pretty sad to see

Futakuchi Kenji, for example, getting all emotional when he realized their captain would no

longer be with them. For the sake of the new Iron Wall, rebuilding the name, the players put up

a brave front to steel themselves for the next tournament. For Aoba Josai and Karasuno's sake,

the new game would enable them to finally play each other with what seems to be their final

and end game team makes up. Great King v King, Oikawa v Kageyama, Teacher v Student, the

all star VIP coveted match up between setters was underway.It clearly can not be contained in

one volume and probably not even two but it was well done. Furudate gives me high hopes for

the match.This volume included a Datekou bonus story, as well as the usual character profiles

and sketches.”

tai kids, “Our favorite cover and volume!. My tween seems to really enjoy the anime so while in

reverse order, I wanted her to enjoy the manga as much as the anime. So this is a great

companion piece for when she can't watch it.”

Crone, “Ø=Þ-. I’m just happy i don’t have to wait for the next volume cause OMG.”

Veronica Herrera, “Haikyu. This is hands down my favorite anime ever! I just love all the

characters and I am genuinely sad that this characters are not real.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great. Bought for a friends teen daughter and she loved it”

TN, “Best series ever. I have been a fan of Haikyu!! since freshman year of high school. I love

the anime series a lot and wanted to support Furudate by purchasing their mangas. So sad

that the series is coming to an end on July 20th :(”

Bessie, “Excellent. Bought these as a gift for my sister and she says they’re excellent quality

and they’re exactly as she expected.”

Joshua, “Five Stars. Daughter loves it”

jackie, “Nice books. Good read would like to get them all”

Bond 0609, “Recomended. Super as described”

Leonie, “Awesome manga with great art!. An explosive battle between Karasuno and Aoba

Johsai! This is such a good volume.”

Sunny Gal, “Haikyu. Daughter loved this as always, she is collecting the series and they always

arrive in perfect condition ”

Grace Allen, “Five Stars. I love this series even if there are a few odd translations such as



'seijoh' becoming 'blue castle'”

The book by Haruichi Furudate has a rating of 5 out of 4.9. 1,001 people have provided

feedback.
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